
YOUR DETAILS

1. The following details must be provided: 
Given name: Michael 
Family name:  
Email address: michael.mckibbin@attadalechiropractic.com 
Phone number (if applicable): 08-93305298 
Address: 436 Canning Hwy Attadale 

PUBLICATION DETAILS

2. The following details must be provided about the article or other published material which is the subject of your complaint:

Name of newspaper, magazine or website The Age 

Date/s of publication: 27-7- 2009 

Headline, URL or other identification:
Ways to Die. I have sent in a form about this. I
have located the email to the Age and include
that below.

3. If possible, please also send us a print copy or screenshot of the material. You can send
the material to us by email, fax or post, or upload an attachment to this form:

(None) 

4. Please tell us where you saw the material (print/online/both): Print 

REASONS FOR COMPLAINT

5. Please state in no more than 400 words the reasons for your complaint and, where possible, state which of the Council’s Standards of
Practice you think have been breached. 
(eg, "The article’s statement that I threatened my neighbour is untrue and unfair, which breaches the Council’s General Principle 1. Also, the
newspaper has refused to publish my denial of the allegation, which breaches General Principle 3".) 

 
 

OTHER INFORMATION

6. Are you identified in the material or directly affected by its contents? If not, please state what has led you to complain.
 

7. Have you complained to the publication itself? If so, what response did you receive?
Re-allocated Cause of Death.

On 27-7- 2009 the Age newspaper published an
article “Hospital Botches Kill 4500” which was
based on a Federal Government Report about
public health. (“Hospital botches” are only a
part of the entire spectrum of iatrogenesis;
harm arising from medical treatment as distinct
from the patient’s disorder.) 

The Age newspaper 29-12-12 published an
article ‘Ways to Die’ which is based upon data
from the Australian Bureau of statistics (ABS).
‘Ways to Die’ did not account for the
previously reported 4500 apparently reportable
iatrogenic deaths. How did the ABS miss 4500
iatrogenic deaths? 

The disappearing trick seems to involve
thousands of iatrogenic deaths being
re-allocated to other non-iatrogenic causes of
death on death certificates. Re-allocation
serves to conceal an iatrogenic epidemic while
permitting the illusion of acceptably safe
medicine.

People in authority in government and the
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media have ignored the investigations by both
Archer and Null et al of the public domain
medical literature about the iatrogenic death
toll, which clearly confirms its epidemic
magnitude. 

Their informed decade’s long mutual silence is
essential to maintaining public ignorance of the
iatrogenic epidemic. Their essential complicity
has for decades contributed toward continuing
tragic consequences.

I write to formally ask the Age newspaper to
publish its guesstimate of Australia’s
iatrogenic toll, according to the public domain
medical literature.

There was no response

8. Have you read the summaries of the Council’s complaints processes mentioned at the top
of this form?

I have read the summaries of the Council's
complaints processes 

 

Note:  Information on this form is used by the Council for the purposes of responding to your complaint and may also be used for general research
into the operation of our complaints system. Please tell us if you wish any of the information to be confidential to the Council.
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